Abstract. There is a one-to-one relationship between nonnegative matrix pairs and two-colored digraph. With the knowledge of graph theory, by studying the associated directed digraph of a class of special nonnegative matrix pairs, that is a class of two-colored digraphs whose uncolored digraph have n vertices and consists of one n − cycle and one m − cycle are considered. The upper bound of exponent and characteristic of extreme two-colored digraphs are given.
,,, l vvv + L are distinct [1] . A two-colored digraph is a digraph whose arcs are colored red and blue. We allow loops and both a red arc and blue arc from i to j for all pairs (,) ij of vertices. D is strongly connected provided for each pair (,) ij of vertices there is a walk in D from i to j . Given a walk ω in D , () r ω (respectively, () b ω ) is the number of red arcs (respectively, blue arcs) of ω , and the composition of ω is the vector ((),()) rb ωω or ((),()) 
.
In fact, there is a one-to-one relationship between nonnegative matrix pairs and two-colored digraphs, so the problem of matrices can be changed into that of graphics to be solved. With the knowledge of graph theory, by studying the exponent of associated directed digraph of nonnegative matrix pairs, that is two-colored directed digraphs, the problem of nonnegative matrix,such as, the upper bound of primitive exponent, the lower bound of primitive exponent, the set of primitive exponent, the characterizations of extremeal digraphs etc can be solved.The concept of exponent of nonnegative matrix pair arises in the study of finite Markov chains [2] [3] , and some results have already been obtained [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
In this paper, for
} nm is the greatest common of n and m ),we consider the two-colored digraph D in Fig.1 with n vertices which has at least one red and one blue arc.
Clearly, D has only two cycles that one is an n − cycle and the other one is an m − cycle. Two cycles in D only contains one non-common arc Taking i and j to be the initial vertex and the terminal vertex of a consecutive red arcs on the n − cycle, and this path has composition (,0) a .Hence As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can prove the following theorems 3.2. 
